Hi Tom,
As promised, here are some of my questions:

1) When was the Turboden equipment installed and powered up?
2) What is your current production level, and when did the higher production level start?
3) What is your target electricity production at peak performance (this year or next, etc.)?
4) Is all the power you are producing supplying PNM? Or do you have other customers for the power?
5) How many production wells and how many injection wells do you have currently?
6) What is the current production rate and injection rate? (in gallons per minute)
7) When did Lightning Dock launch injection in the new wells drilled after the Nov 2015 approval by the OCC?
8) Could you please describe what occurred when well A603 on the McCants property blew out in March 2016?

Sorry for the delay in getting these questions to you. Please respond by Wednesday, 3/6, if you can. If you need more time, please let me know, but that deadline will give me adequate time to include Cyrq's responses in my story.

Also, I always prefer an interview but emailed responses are fine.

Thanks in advance for your help!

Cheers,

Lauren

--
Searchlight NM
phone 505-235-6908
Twitter @laurenvillagran
Cheers,

Lauren
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Jennifer DeGraaf <jdegraaf@carrollstrategies.net>
To: Lauren Villagran <lauren@searchlightnm.com>

Hi Lauren, yes I will send them along.

Thanks!
Jennifer
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Jennifer DeGraaf
Account Executive

---

Lauren Villagran <lauren@searchlightnm.com>
To: Jennifer DeGraaf <jdegraaf@carrollstrategies.net>

Thank you!
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